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this game needs still alot of development
current state is not recommendable to buy. I played Rescue Team 1 and Rescue Team 2 back to back, and to all intents and
purposes .... it is the same game, which isn't a problem because Rescue Team 1 is a good, if basic, time and resource
management game. The sequel adds more of the same and doesn't improve over the original other than a couple of new art
assets and some new resources to collect.
If you like time and resource management, it's a decent purchase at a low price and even though later installments of the
franchise are better, it's still worth checking out.. This game is well done and really interesting! It just has one problem: I can
never finish it, because it freezes and crashes all the game sessions... I hope it will get fixed. But for now, it's not playable.. even
though this game is old and dated graphics it is a fun game. Thanks man keep the game up add more gun or weapon and add
more food spawn its hard to get food so hope u add it more. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not
necessary at all costs.. Love this game, Its like skyrim but with guns
5\/5. It's REALLY weird, but fun. Here's a video of it: https:\/\/youtu.be\/isQ_hhOsytM. "Free To Play is an inspiration to the
young generation of Dota 2 players today. What happened few years ago helped many people to learn from the downfall and
struggles of players from all around the world to be in their way for the International 2011 to achieve not only $1 million, but
also gain fame which would mark them as 'Legends of Dota'. Though it's a good and watchable movie, it does seems to missed
out a lot on how actually those players performed during the competition and it's like their plays had become deleted scenes or
simply cut forward to show they somehow made it to the next round or being eliminated. Not much to be seen in the
competition as most scenes went to the personal lives of three players, which I only feel that Dendi's swift fingers on keyboard
during Dota plays is due to the learning of piano, the patience he built in him to find his way to make himself and the team he
plays for victorious through fishing with his late father and capable to perform versatile dance which may have trained him to
'dance' his chosen heroes during wars in Dota is worth knowing and to be a good influence for Dota players to be more
improved than before. The movie could have been better but nevertheless, it's worth watching and not to be missed out even if
it's only for a one time view..." \u2764\ufe0f. I've been looking for a game to rival Street Legal Racing: Redline and this has so
much potential but I can't recommend it in the slightest.
Pros:
-The drag racing is fun when you can find someone
-The tuning is okay

Cons:
-The servers are dead and, being as racing other people is the only way of progressing, you cannot progress.
-If you do happen to find someone, 90% of the time they will have a way better car than you.
-You cannot properly earn money until you win 10 races which, following on from my last point, is nearly impossible.
-The upgrade system is almost all cosmetic and when you do get into performance upgrades, it is based on the worst system I've
ever seen in a racing game, performance upgrades come in stages and each stage has a lower success rate than the last. If you
fail, you are sent back to the beginning. In a game about upgrading every aspect of your car this just doesn't work.
-Finally, the game employs the tactics of most mobile games with a daily reward and hints that to make any actual progression
you must pay for in game money.

Avoid at all costs until devs sort this mess out.
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Good time killer, fun and simple. Well worth the price.. Dont let the cute innocent look of this game fool you, its not easy. A
number of puzzles are actually quite challenging. You should also be aware its a game that uses an energy bar so you have
limited turns during the bar's lifespan. Style of game is similar to Bejewelled

Does NOT require a single purchase to play or get all achievements IF you have the patience and use your energy wisely each
day. Purchases just make the game faster\/easier. Your choice in the end.. This game is really fun. Extremely intense. And it
feels like the skill cap is pretty high. There are a lot of different options to explore at every moment. It feels a lot like Rocket
League in terms of how much you can learn and how many different tricks you can pull off. It also shares the tension that rocket
league has, which makes the game much less casual, if thats your thing.

Some Cons\/Feedback:
- Its hard to find your character often. Especially detecting who has the ball. I don't know if that's a decision made on purpose,
but it only hurts players that aren't used to the game. As I got more used to the game, I could usually follow the ball but its was
just confusing before that.
- And like the point above, the game looks really intimidating at first glance and has a high barrier of entry. Once you get into it,
its great, but there is like 20-40 minutes of "WTF IS GOING ON" before then. Its a big of enough wall that some of friends
didn't want to try it. Maybe more visual queues or something could help.
- The character balance feels off. Haven't played a ton to know for certain, but Onion horse seemed to massively trump the
other characters. He's super easy to play and its super hard to punish. Where as some other characters, like the one-dash guy, are
super hard to play and get instantly punished for making a mistake.

Otherwise, great game. Wonderful music. Will keep playing it.. didn't work. Got to the main menu but as soon as I clicked Hunt
it just went to a black screen and didn't load anything. Tried to get a refund from steam but just an error message came up.
Don't waste your money. I played Archon on the Commodore 64 and it was one of my favorite games growing up. This version
is both a faithful adaptation of the original game and a great modernization of that game. It is easily worth the money.. It's way
too choppy. I can't play it. I would like a refund.... what goes up must come down\/yet my feet don't touch the ground\/see the
world spinning upside down\/a mighty crash without a sound. The Bottom of the Well, despite being short, turned out to be a
surprisingly engaging and challenging little VN. For a free game, this is absolutely worth your while.. yes, good game. would
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 trap again
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